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A Survey ofPresent Day Diving
Technology That Could Be Utilized

for Future Monitor Research

CHEESEBOX
"Cheeseboa" is published semiannually, in December
and June, by the Program in Maritime History and
Underwater Archaeology, Department of History, East
Carolina University, Greenville, NC 27834. Vol. 1, No.1,
December, 1982. Gordon P. Watts, Jr., and William N.
Still, Jr., editors. Funding provided by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

The editors of "Cheesebox" wish to express
their appreciation to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and to
Dr. Richard J.Podgorny, NOAA's Marine Sanc
tuary Projects Manager, for providing the op
portunity to develop this publication. Their
support and encouragement have been most
gratifying.

Readers are encouraged to comment on
"Cheesebox." All comments will be acknow
ledged and none will be published without the
written consent of the author. Correspondence
should be addressed to either Mr. Watts or Dr.
Still at the University. We hope that you enjoy
this first issue and look forward to hearing from
you.

MONITOR PUBLICATIONS
Following is a list of Monitor National Marine Sanc
tuary publications. For information on obtaining any
of these volumes, please contact the editors.

USSMONITOR NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY
Publications

Brennan, William J. "An Historic Ship Launches an
Important Marine Program." NOAA Reprint. Vol.
5, No.2, April 1975.

Childress, Lt. Cdr. Floyd. "The Lantern". NOAA
Reprint. Vol. 7, No.2, October 1977.

D' Angelo, Schoenewaldt Associates. Preliminary En
gineering Feasibility. 1981.

Hill, Dina B. Analysis and Preservation of Hull Plate
Samples from the Monitor. 1981.

Muga, Bruce. Engineering Investigation of the USS
Monitor. 1982.

Southwest Research Institute. A Feasibility Study for
Transmission of a Live Television Picture of the
USSMonitor to Visitor Centers Onshore. 1982.

Still, William B. Archival Sources: A Study of Unpub
lished Sources Found in Washington, D.C area
and New York City Concerning the Engineering
and Technical Aspects of the USSMonitor. 1981.

Tucker, Rockwell G. Environmental Data. 1981.
Watts, Gordon P. Investigating the Remains of the

USSMonitor: A Final Report on 1979 Site Testing
in the Monitor National Marine Sanctuary. 1982.
(limited copies available).

Watts, Gordon P. and James A. Pleasants, Jr. USS
Monitor: A Bibliography. 1981. ($2.00 per copy,
make checks payable to: N.C. Division of Archives
and History).

1982 Monitor National Marine Sanctuary Manage
ment Plan. 1982.

Reflections
" ...1suppose if you think of the Monitor. you
would say that it is about as nonliving as any
object you could think of. But I am not sure
that is really the case. I think that anyone who
has affection for the sea or affection for ships
recognizes that ships have lives of their own.
Certainly that is true in the case of the Monitor.
The Monitor brings a sense of history; it brings
a connection with another era; it brings a sense
of a part of our heritage as Americans that we
are proud to acknowledge. In one sense, it is a
very real living resource...'

Dr. John V. Byrne
Administrator of NOAA
April 23, 1982

The wreck of the U.S.S.Monitor represents
a significant challenge to archaeologists and
engineers as well as professional diving system
operators. To put man and/or machine in, on
and around a wreck such as the Monitor for
the purpose of taking measurements, re
covering artifacts and excavating with minimal
damage to an already badly-deteriorated struc
ture requires careful planning and considera
tion. This, in turn, will lead to the ultimate
choice of a suitable diving system to meet these
criteria. Having had the experience of diving
on this wreck as pilot of the submersible,
Johnson-Sea-Link I, I can relate intimately to
some of the problems a diving expedition
might encounter. I will briefly cover some of
the many diving and submersible systems that
might be used effectively on future expeditions
to the Monitor.

First and foremost, the ability to put a diver
on the wreck site in a free-swimming mode
(tethered) is the most productive in terms of
taking measurements and selectively re
covering artifacts. The best way to accomplish
this is to draw upon the vast diving experience
of the offshore oil industry.

Diving Bells/
Saturation Systems

The Bell diving techniques, used in con
junction with an advanced saturation diving
facility (Bell/Saturation systems), would cer
tainly be applicable. These systems consist of a
submersible decompression chamber (SDC), a
transfer lock (TL), a deck decompression
chamber (DDC), a control van and console, a
handling winch, and palletized gas storage. A
Bell/SAT system such as this could be installed
on a barge and placed over the wreck in a
four-point moor. This would allow divers to
make lengthy excursions in exploring the
wreck while remaining in saturation for many
days before decompression. There could be
several dive teams at work which would greatly
reduce diver fatigue. Also with this type of
system, there is unlimited power available for
underwater tools and lighting. Hot-water
diving suits can be employed and supplied
from the surface. Continous communications
and video would be available via the diver's
umbilical and the diving bell tether to the
surface.

This type of diving is used when consider
able bottom time is required in an area to
complete a series of predefined tasks. Weather
and endurance of the divers are the only major
limiting factors of Bell/SAT diving. Saturation
at depth for over 30 days has been performed
safely utilizing this technique. Decompression
is quite lengthy and can last for several days
depending on depth, but the divers need only
decompress once at the end of the mission.
Bell/SAT diving, as compared to surface-sup
plied diving, is much safer because the SDC is
located at the work site and no in-water
decompression is required.

Manned Submersibles
Manned submersibles, such as Johnson

Sea-Link. could also be employed as observa-

tion vehicles and for short-duration diver lock
out (60 minutes bottom time). This could be
very useful in getting key non-diving personnel
on the bottom for firsthand observations and
engineering decisions that would have to be
made if large portions of the wreck, such asthe
turret, are to be recovered.

Simulated barge with Bell/SAT system on four
point moor over U.S.S. Monitor wreck. R/V
Johnson and the Johnson-Sea-Link sub
mersible observe diving operations.

The greatest advantage in utilizing a sub
mersible lies primarily in placing the human
eye at the point of three-dimensional observa
tion in the water. The support vessel does not
require an elaborate multiple-point mooring
system to maintain a precise position during a
lockout dive. Both the submersible and support
ship maneuver independently of one another.
The surface vessel has electronic tracking
equipment that monitors the vehicle's location
at all times. This gives the submersible freedom
to position itself for maximizing the lockout
diver's access to the work area.

The greatest disadvantage in using a lockout
submersible is the limited breathing gas and
power supply available. Moreover, in cold
water where a diver must be heated, his
bottom time is greatly reduced as sufficient
heat to warm him cannot be supplied for an
indefinite period of time.

Diver Alternative
Work Systems

The other major area for consideration is
diver alternative work systems (DAWS). This
is further divided into two subcategories:
manned one-atmosphere systems and un
manned remotely-controlled systems. Since
both types have less maneuverability than a
diver and require use of mechanical arms and
hands, they should be placed lower in priority
for use in this type of work.
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The manned one-atmosphere systems gen
erally fall between true manned submersibles
and diving bells. These vehicles derive their
power from the surface via an umbilical and
are, therefore, limited in maneuverability and
bottom coverage. They do have unlimited
power supplied from the surface. Some systems
are equipped with force feedback manipula
tors that are almost asversatile as a man's hands
and arms. There is at least one of these vehicles
that can also be used as a diving bell.

One new arrival in the manned one-atmos
phere category is the Mantis Duplus. de
veloped by Osel Offshore Systems Engineering,
Ltd. This vehicle can be used in dual roles, first
as a one-atmosphere manned vehicle
equipped with eight thrusters for maneuver
ability, two human equivalent arms and two TV
cameras that can be controlled either by a pilot
or on the surface via the tether cable. Secondly,
this vehicle can be operated unmanned as a
remotely-operated vehicle (ROV).

Osel Mantis Duplus

Atmospheric diving suits (ADS) are basically
armored diving suits that provide a one-atmos
phere environment and carry their own life
support systems. Some models have thrusters
for more maneuverability and movable arms
and legs. They must, however, be operated on
a tether from the surface. Tasks that can be
performed and the work area that can be
covered using this method are quite limited.

"CHEESEBOX"

The advantages of these suits are their small
size, lightweight form and ease of transport
and handling. The relative size of the surface
support equipment is greatly reduced.

Unmanned remotely controlled systems are
numerous, as there are many companies now
producing these vehicles around the world.
They are used primarily in the offshore oil
industry with a few being utilized for science
and military applications. The main advantage
is removal of man from the water. However,
man still remains the most vital link in the
system in that he controls it from the surface
using a TV camera as his eyes.

Most remotely-controlled systems operate
from a current-deflection weight with a 100/
lS0-foot excursion tether. The deflection
weight is sometimes termed a garage or, in the
case of Harbor Branch Foundation's CORD
(Cabled Observation Rescue Device) vehicle, a
klunk. These can weigh several thousand
pounds and care must be exercised asto where
they are placed. This arrangement frees the
vehicle from potential current drag on the
umbilical, which can become critical in high
current situations.

Unmanned vehicles are generally designed
to perform specific tasks and would probably
not be versatile enough to playa role as the
primary diving system for an archaeological

Harbor Branch CORD /I
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expedition. However, they could be used in a
support role by documenting work progress by
divers or perhaps remaining on station while a
large object was being raised to the surface. In
such cases, for safety, all divers are evacuated
from the area.

The Monitor wreck presents an exciting
challenge to the archaeological community.
Photographic and video coverage of the wreck,
as well as artifacts already recovered, only
serve to stimulate further search for data that
could be obtained by continued exploration of
this unique piece of United States history.
Perhaps one day in the near future, through
the use of the vast resources of diving systems
and the engineering technology available, the
American public will be able to view major
portions of the U.S.S. Monitor.

Timothy M. Askew
Harbor Branch Foundation
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Timothy M. Askew is Chief
Submersible Pilot with Harbor Branch Foundation,
Inc.,a not-for-profit corporation established primarily
for research in the marine sciences and for the
development of tools and systems for underwater
oceanographic research.

Mr. Askew has logged over 400 missions in the
Jonnson-See-Unk submersibles including the 1977
photogrammetric survey and the 1979 archaeological
and engineering assessment of the U.S.S. Monitor.

University Plans Next On-site Expedition
Each expedition to the Monitor National

Marine Sanctuary has produced varying
amounts of data related to different aspects of
the wreck and its environment. In addition to
providing the answers to specific questions,
these expeditions have generated more ques
tions that need to be answered in order to
effectively evaluate the potential for recovery
of the Monitor remains. By addressing these
questions and the tasks outlined in the "Moni
tor National Marine Sanctuary Management
Plan" as being necessary to the decision
making process, East Carolina University is
currently compiling an expedition plan that
will outline a series of tasks to be conducted
on-site that will add to our overall under
standing of the site and its potential for future
research and possible recovery.

If funding and equipment can be secured to
conduct an on-site expedition in the summer
of 1983, archaeological and engineering studies
to be carried out could include an examination
of the propulsion units; structural documenta
tion; main frame analysis; and recovery of coal
samples from the engine room. For further
studies in conservation of materials from the
site, an attempt could be made to locate,
identify, and possibly recover the vessel's
ground tackle. Recovery of projectiles from
the site may also be carried out.

For 1984, archaeological and engineering

tasks could include more comprehensive struc
tural documentation; investigations of the star
board and port armor belts; and investigation
of the interior and base of the turret with
excavation in both areas. In addition, environ
mental data could be collected.

As specific tasks for the next on-site expedi
tion will be refined within the next few months,
a more comprehensive article will appear in
the next issue of "Cheesebox."

Editor's note: Following is a summary of the
expeditions carried out to date in the Monitor
National Marine Sanctuary.

R/V Eastward August, 1973
This expedition, the first in the
area, resulted in the location and
identification of the remains of the
Monitor.

A/coa Seaprobe April, 1974
The entire wreck was photograph
ed and portions were recorded on
television tape.

R/V Eastward May, 1974
Dredging in the vicinity of the
wreck resulted in the recovery of
samples from the site. including a
decklight cover.

CGC Chi/u/a August, 1974
A side scan sonar recording was
made of the wreck.

R/V Beveridge

R/V Eastward

R/V Cape
Hen/open

R/V Johnson
R/V Sea Diver

R/V Calypso

R/V Johnson

August, 1974
An underwater television system
was utilized to record the wreck.
June. 1976
Acoustic reflection measurements
were made of the wreck.
April, 1977
A current meter was installed out
side the sanctuary; a sediment
core was taken from the vicinity of
the remains; and a horizontal view
of the forward section of the wreck
was recorded with a television
camera.
July-August, 1977
A photogrammetric survey of the
wreck was carried out and a hull
plate and brass navigation lantern
were recovered, as was a camera
system that had been lost during
the 1973 expedition.
Several dives from the surface re
sulted in film footage of the wreck,
most of which was of little or no
value due to extremely poor visi
bility.
August. 1979
Archaeologists conducted a test
evacuation in the vicinity of the
captain's cabin and installed per
manent reference points adjacent
to the wreck. More than one hun
dred artifacts were recovered from
the site for analysis and conserva
tion.
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